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a b s t r a c t 

The worth of completing parallel tasks is modeled using utility functions, which 

monotonically-decrease with time and represent the importance and urgency of a task. 

These functions define the utility earned by a task at the time of its completion. The 

performance of a computing system is measured as the total utility earned by all com- 

pleted tasks over some interval of time (e.g., 24 h). We have designed, analyzed, and com- 

pared the performance of a set of heuristic techniques to maximize system performance 

when scheduling dynamically arriving parallel tasks onto a high performance computing 

(HPC) system that is oversubscribed and energy constrained. We consider six utility-aware 

heuristics and four existing heuristics for comparison. A new concept of temporary place- 

holders is compared with scheduling using permanent reservations. We also present a 

novel energy filtering technique that constrains the maximum energy-per-resource used by 

each task. We conducted a simulation study to evaluate the performance of these heuris- 

tics and techniques in multiple energy-constrained oversubscribed HPC environments. We 

conduct an experiment with a subset of the heuristics on a physical testbed system for 

one scheduling scenario. We demonstrate that our proposed utility-aware resource man- 

agement heuristics are able to significantly outperform existing techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

H igh p erformance c omputing ( HPC ) environments are commonly used to execute computationally intensive tasks. These 

tasks are often parallel, meaning that they utilize multiple cores within an HPC environment to reduce the time required to 

complete the computational work of the task. It is necessary to have resource managers that execute the workload arriving 

into the system in a way that attempts to maximize the amount of useful work that the system accomplishes. This is 

especially important when the system is oversubscribed , e.g., the system cannot begin executing each task as soon as the 

task arrives in the system. 

The heterogeneous HPC environments that we modeled in this study are based on those being investigated by the 

E xtreme S cale S ystems C enter ( ESSC ) at O ak R idge N ational L aboratory ( ORNL ). The ESSC is part of a collaborative effort 

between the D epartment O f E nergy ( DOE ) and the D epartment o f D efense ( DoD ) to perform research and deliver tools, 

software, and technologies that can be integrated, deployed, and used in HPC environments in both DOE and DoD. 

Many systems use metrics such as “utilization” of machines to measure the performance of the system’s resource man- 

ager. Because we consider an oversubscribed heterogeneous environment, utilization is not an effective performance mea- 

sure. This is because assigning a task to the node types that take longer to complete the task (i.e., node types that are not 

as effective for that task) will still result in high system utilization, but provide delayed results for that task. Furthermore, 

because the system is oversubscribed, we would expect to always have near 100% utilization. 

To effectively model the performance of an oversubscribed heterogeneous system, for this study we employ the concept 

of utility functions [1] , which are appropriate for modeling the needs of DOE and DoD. Utility functions are monotonically- 

decreasing with time and represent the importance and urgency of a task. They define the utility earned by a task at the 

time of its completion. The performance of the overall computing system is measured by the total utility earned from 

completing tasks in a given period of time. We refer to this as the system utility . 

Energy is an expensive and potentially limited resource required to operate HPC systems (e.g., [2–5] ). It has been found 

that attempting to scale up current systems to achieve an exascale system would result in energy and power requirements 

that are currently not feasible. For example, the power requirement would be greater than a gigawatt [5] . In some environ- 

ments, there is a limit on the amount of energy that is available in some interval of time [4,6] . In this study, we constrained 

the amount of energy available to the HPC system each day. The general problem of mapping tasks onto a set of resources 

is known to be NP-hard [7] . It is not possible for an algorithm to find optimal solutions to NP-hard problems for a real- 

istic system in a reasonable amount of time. To effectively maximize system utility while satisfying this energy constraint, 

heuristics are needed. We also created a new energy filtering technique to improve the energy efficiency of our heuristics. 

We designed four utility-aware resource allocation heuristics: Max Utility, Max Utility-per-Time, Max Utility-per-Resource, 

and Max Utility-per-Energy. We compared these to four approaches from the literature: Conservative Backfilling, EASY Back- 

filling, FCFS (first-come, first-served) with Multiple Queues, and Random [8,9] . In addition, we designed two metaheuristics 

that switch between the Max Utility-per-Resource and Max Utility-per-Energy heuristics depending on how energy con- 

strained the system is at the time of the task’s mapping. 

Many heuristics for the resource allocation of parallel tasks in HPC environments schedule using permanent reservations 

to allow for allocations of nodes to tasks in the future (e.g., [8,9] ). Because permanent reservations can be restrictive, we 

developed the concept of using temporary place-holders when scheduling. This provides additional flexibility by allowing 

newly arriving tasks of high utility to replace tasks that have reserved resources with place-holders. 

The novel contributions of this work include: 

• the design of utility-aware heuristics and an energy-per-resource filtering technique with the goal of maximizing utility 

earned by parallel tasks while obeying an energy constraint in heterogeneous oversubscribed HPC environments; 
• the design of new metaheuristics that make use of the strengths of different utility-based heuristics; 
• the validation of the relative performance of the heuristics derived by the simulator through the use of an experiment 

on a physical testbed system for one scenario. 

Preliminary versions of portions of this material appear in the 2015 Metaheuristics International Conference [10] and the 

2016 Heterogeneity in Computing Workshop [11] . The differences between this work and the preliminary versions include: 

(a) the design, analysis, and evaluation of two new metaheuristics that in general result in improved performance; (b) the 

simulation of many more environments, which is used to further analyze the performance of the heuristics and the effect 

that different parameters have on the heuristics; and (c) experiments on a physical testbed are used to further evaluate the 

heuristics. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we define the HPC environment and problem we are addressing. 

Section 3 explains the resource management techniques that are utilized. The setup for our simulated environment is 

detailed in Section 4 . The simulation analyses and comparisons are presented in Section 5 . An experiment that we per- 

formed on a testbed system has its setup and results shown in Section 6 . In Section 7 , we discuss related work. Finally, in 

Section 8 we conclude and discuss future work. 
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